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Abstract:  An analysis of the Jewish communities' claims on space in industrializing Montreal, and how such a process has shaped 

this unique cultural grouping’s institutionalization along Montreal’s Main. The research conducted in turn focused on how the cluster 

of synagogue’s within a 5 kilometer radius of St Laurent street set the stage for the development of local businesses, cultural 

services and transnational philanthropic organizations. The Main’s built environment provides a framework for understanding Jewish 

group identity, the political capacity of religious leadership and the relative monopoly that Jewish-elite collectives yielded over the 

provision of social services.

Methodology:
Primary source collection
• Municipal and Jewish 

archives

• Atlases, congregation 

pamphlets and architectural 

renderings

Secondary source Analysis

• Political analysis of the 

education question, the  

kosher meat industry, and 

the institutionalization of 

Jewish ideals

Learning Objectives:
• Map the development of 

Jewish institutionalization in 

industrializing Montreal

• Understand interfaith 

dynamics

• Uncover where internal 

communal politics begin 

and secular state 

governance ends

• Dissect why the Main?

Findings:  
• The “Jewish Quarter” along the Main served as a hub of Jewish life that saw a mass transformation from the 

town of three synagogues in 1883 to a region consisting of 80 Kosher butchers, around 10 multinational Jewish 

orgs. and hundreds of synagogues.

• The social responsibility to support the vast influx of immigrant Jews lay primarily in the institutional capabilities 

of the primarily German Montreal born elite (rooted in legal and interfaith precedent).

• The construction of distinct congregational identities rooted in national, village level, ideological and linguistic 

loyalties. (the shul vs the shulelach vs the synagogue)
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